Provincial Grand Lodge of MMM of London
FTV / Delegation Guidance

Introduction
During each Masonic season, the Provincial Grand Lodge of MMM of London roll-out two
comprehensive visiting schemes; Full Team Visits and Delegations. The coordination of both
schemes is managed by the Assistant Provincial Grand Secretary.
A Full Team Visit [FTV] will be attended by the Provincial Grand Master & will be supported
in most cases only by Active Officers of the year.
A Delegation is a meeting whose Official Visitor is any other member of the Provincial
Executive i.e. the Deputy Provincial Grand Master, an Assistant Provincial Grand Master, a
Warden or the Provincial Grand Secretary.
Full Team Visits and Delegations are an opportunity for the Province to not only show a
Lodge visible support but also an opportunity to meet its senior members and discuss any
matters for which guidance may be sought. It also allows an opportunity for the Province to
assess the health of the Lodge and its membership and to identify talent for future
promotion.
On average, each visit by the Province will add approximately 15 Delegates icluding the
Official Visitor [OV] & his Escorting Officer [EO]. Most will remain for the Festive Board,
however, to be clear, the Lodge is only requested to subsidise one meal, that being for the
OV; everyone else must pay for themselves.
Process
The process of arranging a visit from the Province to the Lodge is coordinated by the
Assistant Provincial Grand Secretary. Towards the end of previous season a coordination
exercise is carried out within the Province to ultimately decide ‘who will visit where and
when’ during the forthcoming season. Following a brief discussion with the Lodge to confirm
that the visit is viable, the Visiting Programme is finalised and approved.
Once the Programme is approved it is distributed throughout the Province to the
appropriate members who are eligible for delegation duty, who in turn submit a list of
Delegations they would wish to attend.
Leading up to the meeting the AProvGSec will contact the Lodge Secretary, starting a sequence of

planned correspondence leading to the day of the visit. (See Correspondence Matrix)
Once the correspondence has been distributed to all parties it is the responsibility of the
Delegates to inform the EO of his attendance to the meeting, and to inform the Secretary of
his dining intentions. If a Delegate does not advise you that he intends to dine a meal must not
be booked, regardless of the fact that his name appears on Template E.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If a Lodge books a meal for an individual without his specific request,
any monies due as a consequence will be borne by the Lodge and not by the Province.
All dining fees associated with the Delegation will be collected by the Lodge in the way they
are usually accustomed.

Delegation Correspondence Matrix
1

42 Days prior to the
Meeting

The AProvGSec issues Template A (See Appendix for
example Templates) and Template B to the Lodge
Secretary, indicating the date that Template B is to be
returned.

2

28 Days prior to the
Meeting

The Lodge Secretary returns Template B to the
AProvGSec.

3

21 Days prior to the
Meeting

The AProvGSec issues a guidance letter to the EO & OV
(with a copy to the Secretary), along with Template B
and Template E (See Appendix for example Template E)

4

21 Days prior to the
Meeting

The AProvGSec issues a guidance letter to the Delegates,
along with Template B and Template E (See Appendix for
example Template E)

Appendix

Template Examples

Example Template A

Example Template B

Example Template C

Example Template D

Example Template E

